MACHINE LEARNING WITH PYTHON: A HANDS-ON APPROACH

Practice with real-life Machine Learning examples and see how it affects society in ways you may have not guessed!

LIVE! Basic Training June 20\textsuperscript{th} &
Advanced Training June 22\textsuperscript{nd}
10a-2p

Each participant must fulfill the following criteria:

- Review fundamental workshop course module descriptions \textit{here}.
- Prerequisite: Review 9 hours of basic and advanced Machine Learning pre-recorded lessons.
- Have a Google ID to access the Google Cloud Platform.

INSTRUCTOR & DATA SCIENTIST: DANTONG YU, PhD

New Jersey Institute of Technology
NJ Alliance for Clinical and Translational Science
Workforce Development Core

REGISTER HERE!

Limited spots – sign up early!

For more information about this training series workshop, please contact Yasheca Ebanks, NJ ACTS Project Manager at yebanks@shp.rutgers.edu.